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A. Tariffs of O2 Internet connection 

 

1. Tariffs not provided within a special offer including autoprolongation of contract  
 
The tariffs on the current portfolio are installed for lines including a 1:50 aggregation rate. Speed of down/upstream stated 
below is the maximal reachable speed. 
 

Internet Aktiv+ Price excl. VAT 

CZK / billing period 

Price incl. VAT 

CZK / billing period 

Ranges of speed profiles for downstream:  
VDSL: 30 144 – 40 900 kb/s, ADSL: 12 288 - 16 384 kb/s 
Ranges of speed profiles for upstream: 
VDSL: 1856 - 2 048 kb/s, ADSL: 512 - 768 kb/s 

500,83 606,- 

 

Internet Optimal+  Price excl. VAT 

CZK / billing period 

Price incl. VAT 

CZK / billing period 

Ranges of speed profiles for downstream:  
VDSL: 10 240 – 20 032 kb/s, ADSL: 3 584 – 8 192 kb/s 
Ranges of speed profiles for upstream: 
VDSL: 1 856 - 2 048 kb/s, ADSL: 256 - 512 kb/s 

417,35 505,- 

 

Internet Start+ Price excl. VAT 

CZK / billing period 

Price incl. VAT 

CZK / billing period 

Ranges of speed profiles for downstream:  
VDSL: 2048, ADSL: 256 – 2048 kb/s 
Ranges of speed profiles for upstream: 
VDSL: 256 kb/s, ADSL: 128 - 256 kb/s 

291,73 353,- 

 
Basic configuration includes free complementary services such as Technical support. 
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B. Prices of one-off actions of O2 Internet connection 

 

1. Installation of customer premises equipment (hardware)  

 

Installation of CPE (hardware)  
Price in CZK 

(exl.VAT) 

Price in CZK 

(incl.VAT) 

Installation of CPE - basic 1 672,27 2023,45 

Installation of CPE - extended 2 510,- 3037,10 

Postage and packaging cost 
(applies to ordered self-installation kits and other deliveries ordered in 
combination with the service) 

173,55 210,00 

 
The installation of O2 Internet includes the installation activities relating to the O2 PBX and not the installation of customer 
premises equipment (such as xDSL modem or router). Unless the customer orders the installation of customer premises 
equipment the installation of CPE must be done by the customer on his/her own using a self-installation kit delivered by 
post containing an xDSL modem and a router. 

The basic installation involves the placement and installation of relevant router, the installation of an xDSL modem (max. 
20 m off the router, drilling of 1 hole in the wall), the delivery of an Ethernet cable terminated with RJ 45 connector (2 m 
long), the connection of customer PC and xDSL modem, the demonstration of the xDSL function using the PC of the O2 
representative. 

The extended installation also involves the connection of the customer PC to the customer network via Ethernet or WiFi 
as well as the demonstration of service functionality on the customer’s PC. Other connection serv ices to the customer 
network via Ethernet or WiFi can be ordered at the price of CZK 600 excl. VAT (CZK 726 incl. VAT) per unit. This will be 
done only when the customer’s PC is connected via CPE delivered by O2. 

Installations over the WiFi interface include security measures in the wireless network: The customer will deliver the name 
of his/her SSID network and the key (13 characters) for the configuration of WEP 128. O2 will then set up a new SSID as 
“hidden” and configure the WEP on the customer’s base station. Note: All the above steps must be completed for the 
customer to be fully connected to the wireless network. 

 

 

2. One-off prices of change of service 

 

 

If a service provided over the same PBX line as the O2 Internet service is suspended / disconnected due to the breach of 
contract conditions, in particular the non-payment of charges for the delivered service, subscribers will be denied access 
to the O2 Internet service except for the website of O2, e-bill and Moje konto.  
If the subscriber uses on the same PBX line other O2 services the charges for the restoration of the service will be one for 
all restored services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One-off action 
Price in CZK 

(exl.VAT) 

Price in CZK 

(incl.VAT) 

Collection of leased CPE (modem + router) by O2 representative  
(the leased piece of hardware is owned by O2 and the de-installation is 
only allowed by O2 representative)  

1 600,-  1 936,- 

Purchase of leased CPE basic  500,- 605,- 

Purchase of leased modem + router  800,- 968,- 

Purchase of xDSL modem as part of the ordered service  
See the current portfolio of xDSL modems 

HERE 

Restoration of service after suspension of service due to breach of contract 
conditions.  

277,- 335,17 

http://www.cz.o2.com/osobni/cz/telefony_a_zarizeni/modemy_a_data/index.html
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3. One-off prices of other actions 

 

One-off action  

 

Price in CZK 

(exl.VAT) 

Price in CZK  

(incl.VAT) 

Written notification (reminder) of outstanding debt for electronic 
communication service - including quantification and postage  

 
150,00 

 
181,50 

Paying invoice at O2 store - per every single invoice 65,29 79,00 

Recurring visit of an O2 technician to the subscriber location caused by the 
subscriber’s initial lack of cooperation  

 
619,83 

 
750,00 

The price of written notification (reminder) of outstanding debt sent to all subscribers using on the same line other O2 
services will be charged once only.  

Change in the name of the Subscriber (natural name, corporate name) or in billing address in Czech republic is free of 
charge. 

 
 

C. Prices of complementary services to O2 Internet 

Complementary services  
Price (excl.VAT) 

  CZK/billing period 

Price (incl.VAT) 

CZK/billing period 

See the Price List of Complementary Services: O2 Internet connection 

 

 

D. Prices of customer premises equipment 

 

 

E. Service billing 
 

Vyúčtování 
Price in CZK 

(excl.VAT) 

Price in CZK  

(incl.VAT) 

Electronic billing 0,- 0,- 

Printed bill (hardcopy)  15,70,- 19,- 

 

 

F. Common provisions 
 

1) A standard length of a billing period is 30 or 31 days (depends on the month), the maximum is 35 days consistently with 
the length of the calendar month. If a service is installed and/or de-installaed in the middle of a billing period, the price will 
be derived from a 30-day period proportionally depending on the number of days in use. 

2) The termination of O2 Internet by O2 within during the period of 24 months from the effective day of the service does 
not apply to the debt and arrears the customer has with O2 regarding the installation of O2 Internet. This however does 
not apply to O2 Internet (incl. contract commitment) transferred to another customer. In this case the obligation to utilize 
the O2 Internet connection service for the duration of the contract, or for the time remaining until the contract expires and 
the duty to pay all outstanding debt will be transferred to the new customer. If the new customer refuses to take over the 
contract commitment or to pay the outstanding debt the old customer shall pay all charges for the installation of O2 
Internet + all outstanding debt. 

3) The price for installation, relocation within a building, moving and transfer of the O2 Internet connection service is 
included in the monthly price for tariff services. If necessary for completing network, O2 is entitled to charge the 
subscriber for compensation of costs incurred to complete the network based on subsriber’s requirements. 

Sale 
 Price in CZK 

(exl.VAT) 

Price in CZK 

(incl.VAT) 

The price of xDSL WiFi modem in combination with the installation of O2 
Internet or O2 TV (digital).  

813,22 984,- 

One payment for the xDSL WiFi modem in the case of making payments in 
12 monthly instalments.  

- - - 82,- 

One payment for the xDSL WiFi modem in the case of making payments in 
24 monthly instalments.  

- - - 41,- 
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4) Tariffs such as Internet Start+/Plus, Internet Optimal+/Plus and Internet Aktiv+/Plus are provided within a Special offer 
of a cheaper tariff against the signature of a 12-month contract and the correct payment of all relevant bills by the 
subscriber. After the expiry of the 12-month period, the contract will be automatically prolonged. Subscribers have the 
right to refuse the prolongation at any time. The refusal will result in the subscr iber’s loss of entitlement to a benefit 
provided within this Special offer and the tariff will be automatically converted into a relevant tariff from the commitment-
free part of the service portfolio. Subscribers will be entitled to automatically prolong the Special offer only when all their 
payments related to O2 are paid. 

5) When a tariff with a commitment is swapped for a different tariff with a commitment, the period of the previous tariff with 
a commitment is calculated into the future commitment for the customer, if the commitment was agreed till 18.2.2015. The 
calculation of the commitment is done only when the tariff is changed, it does not apply to the cancellation and new 
activation of a service. 

6) O2 is entitled to request a financial deposit when a request for Service activation is submitted and when the Service is 
provided especially in case of a Special Offer for a subsidized price. This deposit is automatically returned if the 
Subscriber settles their billing for provided services in the last three subsequent billing periods, if they do not have any 
commitments after due date and if the providing of their services has not been limited or cancelled in the last 12 months 
for not settling their bills. 

7) In the case of O2‘s reasonable suspicion of the Subscriber’s not meeting the obligations set out in the Agreement and 
the General Terms and Conditions (namely when black-listed in the SOLUS register or any similar database or committing 
fraud) O2 has the right to receive a deposit during the service application period of maximum of CZK 10,000. The deposit 
will be returned based on a written request by the Subscriber at the earliest 12 months from the signature of Service 
Specifications provided that the Subscriber’s recent payment history is clear (i.e. three consecutive bills are paid in due 
amount and within the due date, no outstanding debt on the account, no service reduction / suspension over the recent 12 
months due to payment delinquency). 

8) All deposits will be returned to the Subscriber, unless used for the settlement of the Suibscriber’s debt with O2, not later 
than on the expiry / termination of the contract. 

9) Prices and tariff conditions specified in the Price list for the O2 Internet service of 2 December 2012 will be applied to 
all current subscribers having the tariff activated before 8 May 2011. 

10) If a subscriber contract for the O2 Internet service is terminated earlier than the Subscriber has made all payments for 
the hardware all outstanding payments will become due and the Subscriber will be obliged to pay the service charges to 
O2 immediately. If the Subscriber fails to pay any of the payments for hardware all outstanding payments will become due 
and the Subscriber will be obliged to pay the service charges to O2 immediately. When requested by the Subscriber O2 
will make it possible for the Subscriber, during the effective period of the contract of O2 Internet, to pay the outstanding 
amount of fees for the hardware. 

11) As of February 8, 2014, if a service is cancelled by the user (a natural person registered by their birth certificate 
number to get the service) or based on an agreement by the parties but prior to the Special Offer running out O2 is 
entitled to charge the user a fee for a premature service termination (a lump sum compensation) amounting to one fifth of 
the total of monthly fees (based on their current tariff including VAT) remaining until the end of the agreed-on commitment 
period. If a service is cancelled prior to the Special Offer running out by a Subscriber who is not a user or an agreement 
by the parties, O2 is entitled to charge the Subscriber a fee for a premature service termination amounting to the total of 
monthly fees (based on their current tariff including VAT) remaining until the end of the agreed-on commitment period. 

12) If the subscriber when specifying the O2 Internet service agrees with O2 on paying the installation charges by 
instalments (first payment plus 24 monthly payments) then the subscriber, in the case of terminating the service before 
paying the full price of the agreed installation, will have to settle the remainder of the charges for the installation of the 
service. 

13) The Internet Start tariff, the Internet Start Plus tariff, the Internet Start PROfi tariff and the Internet Start Plus PROfi 
tariff can be established only on PBX line, where due to its insufficient capacity, a speed profil max. 4096/256 kb/s and 
less can be configured.  

14) Profi tariffs include web content filtering technology based on the participant´s definition. Administration and more 
information about this technology can be found here: www.o2.cz/podnikatel/vdsl-adsl-internet/ 

15) The PROfi tariffs are not intented for consumers.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.o2.cz/podnikatel/vdsl-adsl-internet/
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G. Short-term marketing events 
 

1. Special offer – modem at CZK 399 

 

A. Each subscriber to O2 Internet with the Internet Optimal, Internet Activ or Internet Start tariff (a natural entity 
registered by birth number and business entity identified under IC) migrated to VDSL technology will be allowed 

to use, from July 1 and 31, 2015, this special offer to be awarded the following bonus:  

B. Subscriber may buy a O2 Wi-Fi modem 4x Ethernet + Wi-Fi (O2 TV ready) at the price of CZK 399 incl. VAT 
(CZK 329,75 excl. VAT). 

C. The installation of the service is free of charge.  

D. Standard price of Internet Optimal Plus tariff is 499 CZK incl.VAT/billing period. 

E. Standard price of Internet Aktiv Plus is 599 CZK incl.VAT/billing period. 

F. One of the conditions for the awarding of benefits and discounts arising from the offer is that the request for 
service installation be submitted to O2 in time and in a correct manner meeting the deadline specified in point A. 
The “D” date for the consumption of the benefit is the date of delivery of the correct completed O2 request form.  

G. This special offer cannot be used in combination with other discounts offered by O2 for the O2 Internet service. 

H. This offer is available only for participant who used the service O2 Internet ADSL technology for at least three 
months. 

 

2. Special offer - Internet Optimal+ for CZK 469 (VAT inclusive) plus commitment for 12 months 

with autoprolongation 

 

A. Each current Subscriber to O2 Internet connection (natural entity registered under the birth number and business 
customer identified based on IC without a framework agreement signed with O2 on the provision of beneficial 
sales conditions for the O2 services) not using the offer of a reduced price for O2 Internet having no contract 
commitment for this service and who will give permission to be contacted by O2 with marketing offer will be 

allowed to use this Special offer in the period between July 1 and 31, 2015. Subscribers can call O2 free line 
no. 800 02 02 02, to receive as a bonus, in return, a cheaper Internet Optimal+ tariff at CZK 469 VAT inclusive 
(CZK 387,60 VAT exclusive) per billing period.  

B. The activation of this special offer requires from the subscriber the usages of the Internet Optimal Plus tariff 
including commitment of a 12-month contract with automatic prolongation.  

C. When migrating to another tariff, the Subscriber loses their right to the special price of the tariff.  

D. Starting on the 13th month, the subscriber shall pay the standard list price for selected „O2 Internet connection“ 
tariff.  

E. Standard list price of Internet Optimal Plus tariff is CZK 499 VAT per billing period.   

F. The offer subject to the terms and conditions cannot be delivered for Subscribers whose technical conditions 
disallow the installation of the service at time of application.  

G. One of the conditions for the awarding of benefits and discounts arising from the offer is that the request for 
service installation must be submitted to O2 in time and in a correct manner meeting the deadline specified in 
point A. The “D” date for the consumption of the benefit is the date of delivery of the correct completed O2 
request form.  

H. This special offer cannot be combined with other discounts offered by O2 for the O2 Internet service.  
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3. Special offer – Internet Aktiv Plus for CZK 559 (VAT inclusive) plus commitment for 12 months 

with autoprolongation 

 
A. Each current subscriber to O2 Internet service (a natural entity registered by birth number and business entity 

identified based on identification code having no framework contract with O2 for the provision of beneficial  sales 
conditions for the consumption of services) not benefiting from a lower rate of O2 Internet who gives approval, 

between July 1 and 31, 2015, to being approached by O2 for marketing purposes will be allowed to use this 
special offer. Subscribers can call O2 free line no. 800 02 02 02, to receive as a bonus, in return, a cheaper 
Internet Aktiv+ tariff at CZK 559 VAT inclusive (CZK 461,98 VAT exclusive) per billing period.  

B. The activation of this special offer requires from the subscriber the usages of the Internet Optimal+ tariff including 
commitment of a 12-month contract with automatic prolongation.  

C. When migrating to another tariff, the Subscriber loses their right to the special price of the tariff.  

D. Starting on the 13th month, the subscriber shall pay the standard list price for selected „O2 Internet connection“ 
tariff.  

E. Standard list price of Internet Optimal+ tariff is CZK 599 incl. VAT per billing period.  

F. The offer subject to the terms and conditions cannot be delivered for Subscribers whose technical conditions 
disallow the installation of the service at time of application.  

G. One of the conditions for the awarding of benefits and discounts arising from the offer is that the request for 
service installation must be submitted to O2 in time and in a correct manner meeting the deadline specified in 
point A. The “D” date for the consumption of the benefit is the date of delivery of the correct completed O2 
request form.  

H. This special offer cannot be combined with other discounts offered by O2 for the O2 Internet service.  

 
 
 
 
 

4. Special offer - O2 Internet Bundle with autoprolongation 

 

A. Each subscriber (a natural person registered with their birth certificate number), who between July 1 and 31, 

2015, uses this Special offer and at the same time on the same PBX line newly activates the O2TV with O2TV M, 
O2TV L, or O2TV XL tariff and O2 Internet Connection service with the Internet Aktiv Plus tariffs or newly activates 
O2TV with O2TV M, O2TV L, or O2TV XL tariff to the existing O2 Internet connection with the Internet Aktiv Plus 
tariffs gets the following bonuses: 

B. The subscriber shall pay the price of CZK 848 incl. VAT (CZK 700,83 excl. VAT) per billing period for O2TV M 
tariff and Internet Aktiv Plus tariff for duration of this special offer. In case of O2TV L tariff and Internet Aktiv Plus 
tariff the price is CZK 948 incl. VAT (CZK 783,47 excl. VAT) per billing period, in case of O2TV XL and Internet 
Aktiv Plus tariff the price is CZK 1298 inc. VAT (CZK 1072,73 excl.VAT) per billing period. The monthly price for 
additional service O2TV Go is included within monhtly price for whole service.  

C. A special offer O2 Internet Bundle is conditioned by the subscriber’s commitment to use both services without 
interruption and in time and correctly pay the bills for the entire period of 12 months. In the case of the installation 
of the O2 TV M, O2TV L, or O2TV XL tariff to an existing O2 Internet connection service with a commitment shall 
be restored on the O2 Internet connection service as of the effective date of this Special offer. After the expiry of 
12 months, the contract commitment for both services will be automatically prolonged by the same period of time 
(auto-prolongation). Subscribers have the right to refuse the prolongation at any time. The refusal will result in 
the subscriber’s loss of entitlement to a benefit provided within this special offer and the tariff will be 
automatically converted into a relevant tariff from the commitment-free part of the service portfolio. Subscribers 
will be entitled to automatically prolong the service only when all their payments related to the PBX line, over 
which the service is being delivered, have been settled.  

D. The granting of the above benefits is conditioned by having the service installed along with a set-top-box under 
the standard terms and conditions.  

E. Subscribers who cancel this O2 Internet service during the benefit period will lose the entitlement to all benefits 
provided on the basis of this offer.  

F. The offer subject to the terms and conditions cannot be delivered for Subscribers whose technical conditions 
disallow the installation of the service at time of application.  
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G. One of the conditions for the awarding of benefits and discounts arising from the offer is that the request for 
service installation must be submitted to O2 in time and in a correct manner meeting the deadline specified in 
point A. The “D” date for the consumption of the benefit is the date of delivery of the correct completed O2 
request form.  

H. In order for the benefits to be provided under these terms, the subscriber must not have been using the O2 TV 
service for at least 3 months prior to ordering the service.  

 

5. Special offer – Internet Activ Plus 

A. Each subscriber (a natural person registered with their birth certificate number or a business customer identified 
by a company identification number (IČ), who does not have a General Agreement about Providing of 

Advantageous Business Conditions when Using Services signed with O2), who between July 1 and 31, 2015, 
newly activates the O2 Internet Connection service with the Internet Activ Plus tariff or increases the current tariff 
of this service with the tariff line on Internet Activ Plus tariff, gets the following bonuses: 

B. The subscriber shall pay the price of CZK 549 incl. VAT (CZK 453,72 excl. VAT) / billing period for the use of the 
Internet Activ Plus tariff.  

C. The complementary services is not part of this tariff.  

D. Benefit under this action should be taken if the subscriber´s consent with commitment autoprolongation.  

E. The tariffs are provided in the regime of a Special Offer of advantageous tariffs conditioned by the commitment to 
use the service continuously and to pay for it properly and on time for the period of 12 months. Once the period 
of 12 months runs out, the commitment is automatically prolonged by the same period (automatic prolonging). 
Nevertheless the Subscriber has the right to decline this automatic prolonging at any point in the future. If the 
Subscriber refuses the automatic prolonging, they lose their right to claim the benefit in the form of a lowered 
tariff fee and their monthly fee is automatically changed to the standard tariff price. The Subscriber is entitled to 
the automatic prolonging of the Special offer only if they have covered all the due commitments to O2.  

F. O2’s approval to a premature termination of the Special Offer of the Internet Optimal Plus and Internet Aktiv Plus 
tariffs is conditioned by the payment of a lump sum compensation by consumers amounting to one fifth of the 
current monthly fee (including VAT) for each month remaining until the commitment runs, and by subsribers who 
are not consumers, amounting the sum of the monthly fees (including VAT) remaining until the commintment 
runs. 

G. The offer based on these conditions cannot be used by Subscribers who cannot have the service set up for 
technical reasons at the time when the request for service activation is submitted  

H. The providing of benefits based on this Special Offer based on these conditions is conditioned by the request for 
service activation being submitted properly and on time at O2 in the period specified in Article A. The date when 
a properly completed request was submitted to O2 is a decisive factor for the application of the claim. 

I. This Special Offer cannot be combined with currently offered O2 Special Offers connected with the O2 Internet 
Connection service.  

 

6. Regional offer B – Special offer 

A. Each Subscriber without a General Agreement about Providing of Subsidized Services who newly activates 
the O2 Internet Connection service with the Internet Optimal Plus tariff or Internet Activ Plus tariff with a 
commitment to use the service continuously and to pay for it for 12 months at a brand shop O2, between 

July 1 and 31, 2015, and whose service will be located at an address in a basic settlement unit specified in 

a List of Basic Settlement units for Short-Term Marketing Events – Regional offer B – Special Offer 
available at www.o2.cz (follow links: Customer Care/Documents/Home Internet /Other documents), and who will 
provide O2 with two contacts for people potentially interested in O2 services and who will guarantee that 
these interested parties agree to be approached by O2 at these contacts, this Subscriber gets the bonus 
specified in paragraph B:  

B. The Subscriber can purchase a modem to use the service for the price of CZK 1 with VAT (CZK 0.83 
without VAT).  

C. The Subscriber (a natural person registered based on their birth certificate number) who activates the O2 
Internet Connection service with the Internet Optimal Plus tariff or Internet Activ Plus tariff based on 
paragraph A and who activates the digital O2TV with the O2TV M or O2TV L tariff with a commitment to use 
the service and pay for it for 12 month at the same time will pay for the use of the O2TV M tariff a fee of CZK 
299 with VAT (CZK 247.12 without VAT)/billing period or O2TV L a fee of CZK 399 with VAT (CZK 329.75 
without VAT)/billing period as long as the Special offer lasts and they have the option to choose the bonus 
specified in paragraph D: 

D. The Subscriber can purchase a set-top box for CZK 999 with VAT (CZK 825.62 without VAT).  

http://www.o2.cz/
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E. The monthly tariff fee of O2TV M or O2TV L also includes the monthly fee for an add-on service O2TV Go. If 
this offer is used, no additional add-on services are provided within the monthly fee.  

F. Benefits of this Special Offer can be used only if the subscriber agrees with automatic prolonging of their 
commitment.  

G. The providing of benefit according to paragraph D of this offer is conditioned by the fact that the digital 
O2TV service activation will include the purchase of a set-top box.  

H. If the Subscriber cancels the O2 Internet Connection service during the subsidized period, they lose their 
right to claim benefits provided as part of the digital O2TV service based on this offer.  

I. Subscribers who live at locations where activation of this service cannot be carried out for technical reasons 
when the request to have the service activated is submitted cannot use the offer based on these conditions.  

J. The providing of benefits based on this special offer is conditioned by the fact that the request for service 
activation was submitted properly and timely to O2 in a period specified in paragraph A. The date when a 
properly filled-in request was submitted to O2 is a deciding factor when applying the claim for benefits.  

K. The providing of benefits based on these conditions is conditioned by the fact that the Subscriber did not 
use the service for at least 3 months prior to submitting the request to have the service activated.  

L. This Special Offer cannot be combined with currently offered O2 Special Offers connected with the O2 
Internet Connection service and the digital O2TV service. 

 

 

7. Regional offer C – Special offer 

 

A. Each Subscriber without a General Agreement about Providing of Subsidized Services who newly activates 
the O2 Internet Connection service with the Internet Optimal Plus tariff or Internet Activ Plus tariff with a 
commitment to use the service continuously and to pay for it for 12 months at a brand shop O2, between 

July 1 and 31, 2015, and whose service will be located at an address in a basic settlement unit specified in 

a List of Basic Settlement units for Short-Term Marketing Events – Regional offer C – Special Offer 
available at www.o2.cz (follow links: Customer Care/Documents/Home Internet /Other documents), and who 
will provide O2 with five contacts for people potentially interested in O2 services and who will guarantee that 
these interested parties agree to be approached by O2 at these contacts, this Subscriber gets the bonus 
specified in paragraph B:  

B. Whilst the Special Offer lasts, the Subscriber pays a fee of CZK 399 with VAT (CZK 329.75 without 
VAT)/billing period for the use of the Internet Optimal Plus tariff, a fee of CZK 449 with VAT (CZK 371.07 
without VAT)/billing period for the use of the Internet Activ Plus tariff.  

C. Benefits of this Special Offer can be used only if the subscriber agrees with automatic prolonging of their 
commitment.  

D. Subscribers who live at locations where activation of this service cannot be carried out for technical reasons 
when the request to have the service activated is submitted cannot use the offer based on these conditions.  

E. The providing of benefits based on this special offer is conditioned by the fact that the request for service 
activation was submitted properly and timely to O2 in a period specified in paragraph A. The date when a 
properly filled-in request was submitted to O2 is a deciding factor when applying the claim for benefits.  

F. The providing of benefits based on these conditions is conditioned by the fact that the Subscriber did not 
use the service for at least 3 months prior to submitting the request to have the service activated.  

G. This Special Offer cannot be combined with currently offered O2 Special Offers connected with the O2 
Internet Connection service and the digital O2TV service. 

 

8. Regional offer D – Special offer 

A. Each Subscriber without a General Agreement about Providing of Subsidized Services who between July 1 

and 31, 2015,, via email address pavel.mykytyn@o2.cz, apply for a establishment of new services O2 
Internet Connection service with the Internet Optimal Plus tariff or Internet Activ Plus tariff with a 
commitment to use the service continuously and to pay for it for 12 months, and whose service will be 

located at an address in a basic settlement unit specified in a List of Basic Settlement units for Short-

Term Marketing Events – Regional offer D – Special Offer available at www.o2.cz (follow links: Customer 

Care/Documents/Home Internet /Other documents), and who will provide O2 with ten contacts for people 
potentially interested in O2 services and who will guarantee that these interested parties agree to be 
approached by O2 at these contacts, this Subscriber gets the bonuses specified in paragraph B and gets 
the bonus specified in paragraph C:  

http://www.o2.cz/
mailto:pavel.mykytyn@o2.cz
http://www.o2.cz/
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B. Whilst the Special Offer lasts, the Subscriber pays a fee of CZK 399 with VAT (CZK 329.75 without 
VAT)/billing period for the use of the Internet Optimal Plus tariff, a fee of CZK 449 with VAT (CZK 371.07 
without VAT)/billing period for the use of the Internet Activ Plus tariff.  

C. The Subscriber can purchase a modem to use the service for the price of CZK 1 with VAT (CZK 0.83 
without VAT).  

D. The Subscriber (a natural person registered based on their birth certificate number) who activates the O2 
Internet Connection service with the Internet Optimal Plus tariff or Internet Activ Plus tariff based on 
paragraph A and who activates the digital O2TV with the O2TV M or O2TV L tariff with a commitment to use 
the service and pay for it for 12 month at the same time will pay for the use of the O2TV M tariff a fee of CZK 
299 with VAT (CZK 247.12 without VAT)/billing period or O2TV L a fee of CZK 399 with VAT (CZK 329,75 
without VAT)/billing period as long as the Special offer lasts and they have the option to choose the bonus 
specified in paragraph E: 

E. The Subscriber can purchase a set-top box for CZK 999 with VAT (CZK 825.62 without VAT).  

F. The monthly tariff fee of O2TV M or O2TV L also includes the monthly fee for an add-on service O2TV Go. If 
this offer is used, no additional add-on services are provided within the monthly fee.  

G. Benefits of this Special Offer can be used only if the subscriber agrees with automatic prolonging of their 
commitment.  

H. The providing of benefits according to paragraphs D and E of this offer is conditioned by the fact that the 
digital O2TV service activation will include the purchase of a set-top box.  

I. If the Subscriber cancels the O2 Internet Connection service during the subsidized period, they lose their 
right to claim benefits provided as part of the digital O2TV service based on this offer.  

J. Subscribers who live at locations where activation of this service cannot be carried out for technical reasons 
when the request to have the service activated is submitted cannot use the offer based on these conditions.  

K. The providing of benefits based on this special offer is conditioned by the fact that the request for service 
activation was submitted properly and timely to O2 in a period specified in paragraph A. The date when a 
properly filled-in request was submitted to O2 is a deciding factor when applying the claim for benefits.  

L. The providing of benefits based on these conditions is conditioned by the fact that the Subscriber did not 
use the service for at least 3 months prior to submitting the request to have the service activated.  

M. This Special Offer cannot be combined with currently offered O2 Special Offers connected with the O2 
Internet Connection service and the digital O2TV service. 

 

 

9. Internet Aktiv Plus PROfi – Special offer  

A. Each subscriber, who between July 1 and 31, 2015, newly activates the O2 Internet Connection service 
with the Internet Aktiv Plus PROfi tariff or increases the current tariff of this service with the tariff line on the 
Internet Aktiv Plus PROfi tariff, gets the following bonus: 

B. The subscriber shall pay the price of CZK 749 incl. VAT (CZK 619.01 excl. VAT) / billing period for the use 
of the Internet Activ Plus PROfi tariff.  

C. Benefit under this action should be taken if the subscriber´s consent with commitment autoprolongation.  

D. The tariffs are provided in the regime of a Special Offer of advantageous tariffs conditioned by the 
commitment to use the service continuously and to pay for it properly and on time for the period of 12 
months. Once the period of 12 months runs out, the commitment is automatically prolonged by the same 
period (automatic prolonging). Nevertheless the Subscriber has the right to decline this automatic 
prolonging at any point in the future. If the Subscriber refuses the automatic prolonging, they lose their right 
to claim the benefit in the form of a lowered tariff fee and their monthly fee is automatically changed to the 
standard tariff price. The Subscriber is entitled to the automatic prolonging of the Special offer only if they 
have covered all the due commitments to O2.  

E. O2’s approval to a premature termination of the Special Offer of the Internet Aktiv Plus PROfi tariff is 
conditioned by the payment of a lump sum compensation by consumers amounting to one fifth of the 
current monthly fee (including VAT) for each month remaining until the commitment runs, and by subsribers 
who are not consumers, amounting the sum of the monthly fees (including VAT) remaining until the 
commintment runs. 

F. The offer based on these conditions cannot be used by Subscribers who cannot have the service set up for 
technical reasons at the time when the request for service activation is submitted  

G. The providing of benefits based on this Special Offer based on these conditions is conditioned by the 
request for service activation being submitted properly and on time at O2 in the period specified in Article A. 
The date when a properly completed request was submitted to O2 is a decisive factor for the application of 
the claim. 

H. This Special Offer cannot be combined with currently offered O2 Special Offers connected with the O2 
Internet Connection service.  
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10. Bundle Internet + O2TV + voucher for a Samsung tablet 

 

A. This benefit is designed for the first 4,600 subscribers (natural persons registered with their birth certificate 

number) who between March 12 and April 19, 2015, newly activate the O2TV digital television and O2 
Internet Connection with the Internet Optimal Plus or Internet Aktiv Plus tariffs on the same connecting line, 
they will further commit to use both services with the agreed on tariff continuously and to pay for these 
services properly and on time for the period of 12 months, they will buy a set-top box based on standard 
terms and conditions and they will arrange for electronic billing to be sent to their email address.  

B. A subscriber who meets the conditions of paragraphs A, H, I, J, and K, will receive a registered letter with a 
voucher at their address in 14 days from the service activation at the earliest. The voucher includes a unique 
code worth CZK 3,500 with VAT (CZK 2,892.56 without VAT) to purchase a Samsung GALAXY Tab 3 7.0 
Lite 3G or a Samsung GALAXY Tab 4 10.1 LTE tablet. The voucher is sent to the subscriber under the 
condition that the subscriber properly uses the services specified in paragraph A and they have not 
requested to have these services cancelled or to back out of the contract.  

C. The subscriber can use the voucher to buy the tablets specified in paragraph B at O2 brand shops before 
July 31, 2015; the subscriber needs to present the original voucher and two identification documents, one of 
these documents needs to be their personal identification card and the other one can be a document issued 
by the state including a photograph or it can be their birth certificate. The use of the voucher is conditioned 
by the subscriber’s approval with archiving of a copy of their personal identification card. A subscriber who 
has requested to have their services cancelled, to have their tariff lowered or to back out of the services 
cannot use their voucher. A subscriber can use the voucher only in person, another person cannot use the 
voucher on behalf of the subscriber.  

D. If the subscriber uses their voucher in accordance with paragraph C and they meet the condition to have a 
subsidized price approved based on paragraphs E and G, they pay a subsidized price for the tablet, which is 
CZK 3,500 with VAT (CZK 2,892.56 without VAT) lower than a standard price of the tablet.  

E. The subscriber has the right to claim the subsidized price only in case they meet the condition of 
continuously using both services with the originally agreed on or higher tariff and to pay for these services 
properly and on time for the period of 12 months. 

F. If a subscriber who used their voucher breaches the commitment to use both services continuously with the 
tariff agreed on during activation and to pay for these services properly and on time for the period of 12 
months, they lose their right to claim the subsidized price of the purchased tablet and they are obliged to pay 
O2 the amount corresponding to the price advantage provided to them in the form of a voucher worth CZK 
3,500 with VAT (CZK 2,892.56 without VAT) when they bought the tablet. A subscriber who increases the 
tariff of their services does not lose their right to claim the subsidized price of the tablet. 

G. If data on subscriber’s personal identification card do not correspond with data submitted by the subscriber 
to O2 when ordering the services according to paragraph A, the subscriber loses their right to claim the 
benefit.  

H. The offer based on these conditions cannot be used by subscribers if the service activation cannot be 
carried out at their location for technical reasons at the time when they submit the request for service 
activation.  

I. The date when the request for service activation according to paragraph A was submitted to O2 plays the 
decisive role when claiming the benefit. 

J. Providing of the benefit is conditioned by the fact that according to paragraph A the subscriber did not use 
the services for at least 3 months prior to submitting the request to have them activated.  

K. This benefit cannot be combined with other benefits and Special Offers offered with services according to 
paragraph A with the exception of the Special Offer – Internet Bundle Regional Offer with automatic 
prolonging and the Special Offer – O2 Internet Bundle with automatic prolonging. When using a combination 
of benefits, the bonus of all TV channels cannot be used (with the exception of channels for adults and 
channels from the Cinemax package) for 60 days. 

L. The O2 Mobil service cannot be used to cover the price of the tablet.  

M. When using the voucher the “Lowest price guarantee” benefit cannot be applied.  

N. A subscriber can use the benefit only once.  

O. Only a subscriber who is the beneficiary of the voucher can use it. 
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11. Special offer – Internet Optimal Plus for CZK 439 (VAT inklusive) plus commitment for 12 months  

 
A. Each current subscriber to O2 Internet service (a natural entity registered by birth number and business 

entity identified based on identification code having no framework contract with O2 for the provision of 
beneficial sales conditions for the consumption of services), not benefiting from a lower rate of O2 Internet, 
who has not negotiate a commitment and who will provide O2 with one contact for people potentially 
interested in O2 services and who will guarantee that this interested party agree to be approached by O2 

at this contact, can between July 1 and July 31, 2015, can call O2 free line no. 800 02 02 02, to receive 
as a bonus, in return, a cheaper Internet Optimal Plus tariff at 439 VAT inclusive (CZK 362,81 VAT 
exlusive) per billing period. 

B. The activation of this special offer requires from the subscriber the usages of the Internet Optimal Plus 
tariff including commitment of a 12-month contract with automatic prolongation.  

C. Starting on the 13th month, the subscriber shall pay the standard list price for selected „O2 Internet 
connection“ tariff. 

D. When migrating to another tariff, the Subscriber loses their right to the special price of the tariff.  

E. Standard list price of Internet Optimal Plus tariff is CZK 499 incl. VAT per billing period.  

F. The offer subject to the terms and conditions cannot be delivered for Subscribers whose technical 
conditions disallow the installation of the service at time of application.  

G. One of the conditions for the awarding of benefits and discounts arising from the offer is that the request 
for service installation must be submitted to O2 in time and in a correct manner meeting the deadline 
specified in point A. The “D” date for the consumption of the benefit is the date of delivery of the correct 
completed O2 request form  

H. This special offer cannot be combined with other discounts offered by O2 for the O2 Internet connection 
service.  

 

 


